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SUMMARY

• This document contains:
- An description of past Pantomonium shows
- An introduction to Pantomonium Productions Inc., the company
- Background information on the Holiday Pantomime theater genre 

• Pantomonium Productions is a non-profit theater company whose sole 
purpose is to mount one production per year, in an American interpretation of the 
British holiday pantomime tradition. 

• Pantomonium is a non-profit 501(c)(3) company, funded by charitable
donations and grants.

• All members, whether professional artists or amateurs, participate on a 
volunteer basis.

• Over 50% of the ticket inventory is donated to underprivileged families 
and children in the New York Metro area.

• A new show is produced each year, the plot of which is loosely based on a 
popular fairy tale. The story is embellished with standard panto “business” and
references to popular culture and community.

• Past productions have included Puss In Boots (2004), Jack & the Beanstalk
(2005) and Cinderella (2006). The schedule typically consists of 15 shows running 
for the first 2 weeks of December in a 99 seat house.

• Each show features 12 original songs, 4 of which are written by children 
in a summer workshop conducted in a local Neighborhood Center.

• The company is committed to diversity, fairness and inclusiveness in all 
creative activities and administrative policies.

• Approximately 3,500 patrons have attended Pantomonium shows to date.

• Other resources available on request:
- A dvd containing highlights from Jack & The Beanstalk (2005)
- An audio CD containing cast recording songs from Jack & The Beanstalk (2005)
- A performance DVD and script for Cinderella (2006)
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1.
THE SHOWS
A. OVERVIEW

• Production Genre
- Modified (Americanized) British Pantomime (See “Background Information” for details.)

• Timing
- Run: 15 performances over 3 weekends, first 2 weeks of December
- Typical showtimes: Fridays at 7pm, Saturdays at 1pm & 5pm, Sundays at 1pm & 5pm
- Production: July through November
- Marketing: September through December

• Target Audiences
- Primary: Disadvantaged New York families & children
- Secondary: Families with children, ages 4-16
- Tertiary: Repeat patrons, Anglophiles, Seniors, Monty Python fans, etc.

• Value Delivered 
- Outreach: Pulls in audience members who may not otherwise experience live theater
- Builds community and forms bonds between disparate groups
- Creates a rich, low-cost New York holiday tradition

• Company
- Cast: 12-15 players
- Musicians: 3; piano, drums, bass

• Staging
- 1 main set, movable secondary set pieces
- Prop and costume gags, special effects
- Basic light and sound requirements

B. MARKETING

• Challenges
- Awareness: Although popular in the UK, the pantomime format is unknown in the US market
- Competition: Radio City, Grinch, Peter Pan, Nutcracker, etc.
- Relevance: As it is an inherently British genre, Americans may not relate to the pantomime  
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• Assets
- Unique product: Nothing else like it
- Desirable product: Informal, fun, high quality, yet not “demanding” theater
- Price points: Free or lower than other major holiday entertainment choices
- Situation: Convenient, friendly venue
- Appeals to anglophile/independent psychographic

• Marketing Strategy
- Position product:

* Genuine, accessible, truly entertaining

* Low cost (or free)

* Unique entertainment choice – can’t see it anywhere else

* Non-secular, inclusive holiday experience for kids and grownups alike
- Build awareness of tradition / Pantomime genre

• Marketing Tactics
- Distribute tickets to qualified patrons through established organizations
- Seek or encourage formation of groups
- Emphasize the “new show” every year in order to capture yearly attendance
- Leverage face-to-face and word-of-mouth
- Seek media partners
- Seek sponsorship

C. CREATIVE

• Overall Tone
- Light, self deprecating, exaggerated, funny, fast paced, without pretense or self-importance

• Performances
- Broad, physical comedy and improvisation
- Humorous, simple songs, “belted out” with audience participation
- Simple dance numbers

• Design
- Bright colors and bold/oversized shapes are used throughout
- Design has a “pretend” fairy tale feel – literal realism is not appropriate or feasible
- Costumes, props and sets are designed using found objects re-purposed for comic effect
- Some conventions apply: Gaudy dresses for Dame, animal costumes, etc.

D. CASTING

As an ensemble theater company, priority is given to senior members. New cast members are recruited
with an eye to a broad comic and improvisational style. Some singing is required, volume and comic
expression being key factors. The cast is diverse in many ways.
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E. PANTOMONIUM INC. BUDGET (PRO FORMA)

INCOME
Earned Income

Ticket Sales, Merchandise, etc. $3,000 

Contributed Income
Individual $15,000 
Foundation $10,000
Subtotal Contributed Income $25,000 

TOTAL INCOME $28,000 

EXPENSE
Personnel

Educator Fees $3,000 
Subtotal Personnel $3,000 

Operating Expenses
Storage rental $1,000 
Administrative Fees $500  
NYFA / Professional Fees $2,000    
Domain Registration/Internet $500 
Other Miscellaneous $500 
Subtotal Operating $4,500 

Production Expenses
Theater Rent $9,000 
Liability Insurance $1,500 
Volunteer Insurance $500 
Fundraising Event $400 
Duplicating $200 
Transportation $500 
Equipment $200 
Costumes $500 
Supplies $200 
Marketing media/Postage $500 
Food Service $1,500 
Materials $2,000
House Manager Fee $500 
Talent Travel Reimbursement $500 
Rehearsal Space Rental $2,000 
Misc. Materials $500 
Subtotal Production $20,500

TOTAL EXPENSE $28,000 
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F. TYPICAL STAGE PLAN (ARCLIGHT)
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2.
PANTOMONIUM PRODUCTIONS
A. HISTORY

Now in its fourth year, Pantomonium mounted Puss In Boots in 2004, Jack and the Beanstalk in 2005 and
Cinderella in 2006, with nearly 2,000 tickets given away to kids and their families (over 50% of all tickets)
through community organizations such as:

- Inwood House - Lincoln Square Neighborhood Center
- Birchtree Camp - City Lights Youth Theatre
- Hale House - New York Scores
- Greenwich House - Fresh Air Fund
- Boys & Girls Harbor - NY Big Brothers & Big Sisters
- Hope House of Newton - New York Foundling Hospital

Each year, 10 kids collaborate with Roger Ames, our music director and a professional composer/teacher,
and staff from a local neighborhood center to write several songs for the show. These kids and their fami-
lies are then encouraged to attend the show and see their songs performed. This provides an opportunity
for a rich music and language arts learning experience for the kids, with a unique payoff for at the end.

B. OUR MISSION

The purpose of Pantomonium is to bring children and families from underserved communities together
with arts professionals and volunteers to participate in the creation, presentation and appreciation of a
theatrical work in the British holiday pantomime tradition. Dating back hundreds of years, today’s holiday
pantomimes are a highly verbal, musical and humorous staple of British family entertainment. This form of
theater has been chosen for the following reasons:

Pantomimes are an accessible, engaging theatrical experience for kids and their families. The tone is
comedic and informal, with plot lines based on a different popular fairy tale each year. The audience inter-
acts with the cast extensively, kids get a chance to go up on stage and influence the outcome of the
story. Performers ad-lib freely and mishaps are celebrated with good humor, giving the production an
atmosphere of creative safety and an anything-can-happen energy to which kids respond strongly.
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The pantomime form features characters and plot lines that recur from production to production, year to
year, even as the plot changes. These recurring elements along with inside jokes and conventionalized
audience participation bits promote a sense of belonging in returning audience members, especially kids.
New plot elements, songs and topical references keep the productions fresh from year to year. 

In addition to being humorous, the characters are fallible and undergo positive transformations. 
Primary characters are often misfits who prevail through ingenuity, bravery, independence and healthy
conflict. Female characters are as powerful as males, and some characters are cast gender-blind, to
humorous effect. 

The holiday pantomime tradition is deeply rooted in community. Participants range from seasoned profes-
sionals to experienced amateurs to dedicated novices. Plurality and inclusiveness are essential values.

Children ages 8 - 12 from underserved populations are invited to collaborate with professional artists,
teachers and composers to write words & music that will become part of the production. This is done
through workshops with professional educators and volunteers. Also, over 50% of tickets are donated to
children and families from underserved populations. This is done through partnerships with organizations
and individual outreach activities. 

Diverse casting and staff are sought to participate in  production of the project. Participating 
young artists have the opportunity to work with more experienced professionals and to be exposed to 
the industry.

B. PRINCIPAL STAFF, CONTRIBUTORS & PARTNERS

Mark Heiser (President, Co-Executive Producer) Mark was General Manager of Cal Performances at the
University of California Berkeley before becoming Managing Director of The New York State Theater at
Lincoln Center in 2003. Mark concentrates on production.

Gavin Berger (Co-Executive Producer) Gavin is a Theater Management Consultant and was recently
Director of Concert Halls at Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Gavin concentrates on marketing 
and development.

Chris Major (Director) Chris was Creative Director at Radio City Music Hall from 1989 to 1996. 
He then founded his own entertainment marketing firm, working with such clients as Disney Theatrical
Productions, Dodger Stage Holdings, City Lights Youth Theatre, TheatreWorks/USA and others.

Roger Ames (Music Director, Composer, Pianist) Director of Vocal Music, Theory and Composition at
Great Neck North High School. Some of Rogers positions: Chair of Music Theater, Hartt School of Music,
University of Hartford; Instructor of Theory and Vocal Coach, American University; Director of Vocal Music,
The American International School of Duesseldorf; consultancies at Grammy Foundation, Leonard
Bernstein Center for  Learning, Indianapolis, Utah, Cleveland and San Francisco Operas; The National
Endowment for the Arts; and many school districts. Roger heads up musical and education activities.

Pamela Gabourie (Development Director) Pamela was previously Assistant Director for Institutional
Giving for Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts and is now Manager of Institutional Giving at the
American Folk Art Museum. Pam concentrates on institutional development.

Rose Polidoro (Marketing and Development) Presently consulting for the Public Theater, Rose’s exten-
sive experience with such entertainment and media giants as Radio City Productions, New Line Cinema,
AOL Time Warner and Warner Music make her an invaluable asset in all aspects of the production, espe-
cially marketing and development.
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Kesha Atterberry (Community Relations Director) Kesha is Education Director at the Lincoln Square
Neighborhood Center, and holds an MSW from NYU.

Joan Koenig (Treasurer) Joan is presently CFO of the Women’s World Bank, and previously held similar
positions with such organizations as International Rescue Committee and others.

Deb Axtell (Marketing Director) Deb has 20 years experience marketing theater in New York, having
worked for Radio City Music Hall, Disney Theatrical Productions and Madame Tussaud’s New York among
others.

Marianne Frantz (Event Marketing) Marianne produced wine and food event and travel products for
Platinum Card members before earning her Master of Wine and CWE and opening the Cleveland Wine
School. MArianne was Instrumental in the early history of Second Stage and has served on the board of
the Cleveland Playhouse. Marianne oversees Pantomonium’s annual fundraising event.

Doug Hochsteadt (Box Office Operation) Doug is Vice President of Sales for ABC Television. He is
responsible for tracking and analysis of ticket sales, donation allotments and attendance records.

Susan Hyman (Community Outreach) Susan is Director of Community Affairs at Chase Manhattan bank.
She leads the effort to reach parents in the Upper West Side neighborhood.

Special Consultants: Access to advisory support from Marshall Izen, Seth Goldstein, John Kenley, 
Jay Harnick, Barbara Barry, Howard Kolins and many other entertainment professionals.

Organizational Cooperation: Casting is done in cooperation with the ABC/Disney Diversity office, The
Negro Ensemble Company and Hispanic Organization of Latin Actors, Hunter College and others.
Audience outreach is done through such organizations as Birchtree Camp, City Lights Youth Theatre,
Lincoln Square Neighborhood Center, Inwood House, NY Scores, Big Brothers & Big Sisters and others.
Educational components are conducted in cooperation with The Lincoln Square Neighborhood Center.

C. LONG TERM

• Building Awareness
Several years of annual productions may be required in order to build sufficient awareness in the market
to allow full exploitation of the Holiday pantomime’s appeal.

• Newness and Repeatability
A new story is produced each year, however each new show can be similar to past shows. The Holiday
pantomime format is especially well suited to repetition and scalability. Set pieces and costumes may be
reused or reworked, and as cast members become more familiar with the format, the rehearsal cycle can
be streamlined.

This enables economy through repetition, while allowing each year’s show to be marketed as a “brand
new” production, which in turn encourages patrons to make yearly purchases, as opposed to purchasing
every other year. This is an advantage over the competition.

• Guest Talent, Other Media
The pantomime format is also well suited to cameos or walk-ons by political, sports, entertainment per-
sonalities and could also be adapted to television/video.
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E. PRODUCTION IMAGES
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The Cast of Jack & the Beanstalk, 2005 Puss In Boots rehearsal, 2004

Kids writing songs for Jack & the Beanstalk at Lincoln Square Neighborhood Center.

The King and Cow from Jack & the Beanstalk Malleus and Elodea from Jack & the Beanstalk
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E. PRODUCTION IMAGES

Elodea with a young fan, Cinderella, 2006 Cinderella set. 2006

The Cast and Crew of Cinderella, 2006.

Cinderella and friends go to the ball, Cinderella. 2006 The villain plays his terrible sackbut, Cinderella. 2006



3.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. INTRODUCTION 

• What is a Pantomime?
Pantomime is a word from the Greek pantómîmos, meaning a play in which the performers express them-
selves by mute gestures, often to the accompaniment of music. Panto is a prefix meaning “all” from the
Greek word pant and mime is a suffix meaning “imitator, mime” from the Greek word -mîmos. The
“Christmas pantomime” is a form of theatrical spectacle common in England during the Christmas season,
generally adapted from a fairy tale and including stock character types who perform songs and dances, tell
jokes, etc.

What we now call pantomime has come from an adaptation of the old Commedia dell’Arte that lasted until
the 19th century. The principal characters were Harlequin and Columbine, who never spoke, and Clown
and Pantaloon, who keep up a constant fire of joke and repartee. The old Christmas pantomime or
Harlequinade as an essentially British entertainment was first introduced by John Weaver (1673-1760), a
dancing-master of Shrewsbury, in 1702. Today, pantomimes are usually based on fairy tales such as
Cinderella, Mother Goose, Jack and the Beanstalk, Puss In Boots, etc., enlivened by catchy songs, pretty
chorus girls and considerable buffoonery. 

Recently, in what some devotees see as a deplorable lapse from tradition, popular comedians, sports per-
sonalities and soap stars have taken the lead in pantomimes, often incorporating their own speciality
‘business’ whether or not it fits the story. 

In the UK, Christmas pantomime is the most popular of all theatre genres excluding musicals, and a two-
or three-month run of the Christmas pantomime is often what keeps a small theatre solvent throughout
the year. To a lesser extent, Christmas pantomimes are popular elsewhere, especially in commonwealth
countries such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India and even Bermuda.

Over the decades, pantomime has become a thriving business in the UK. Large theaters vie with each
other for the subjects and “star” names that will attract full houses, and the pantomime can often run for
six to eight weeks in major London venues as well as the Hippodrome Theatre in Birmingham, Mayflower
Theatre in Southampton, and the Grand Theatre, Wolverhampton.

Modern pantomimes are expected to tour for a number of years, and recoup their costs quickly. In 1827
the pantomimes staged at Covent Garden and Drury Lane cost about £1,000 each. Today, typical script
performance royalties run approximately $100 per performance for a small house, and the cost of staging
a modern pantomime can range from $100,000 to millions of dollars. 

Historically, Pantomime production in the USA has been limited, primarily centered around ex-patriot
British and anglophile audiences.
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B. A HISTORY OF PANTOMIME

• The Impresarios
Pantomime giants, such as E&B productions, present as many as thirty pantomimes in Great Britain, and
several others abroad. During its long history, Pantomime has witnessed other panto impresarios, such as
Augustus Harris, “Father of modern Pantomime” at the Drury Lane Theatre in the 1870’s. Harris, the man-
ager of Drury Lane introduced the first stars of the popular Music Hall into his productions, and created
the lavish productions that popularized the genre, forcing managements not just in London, but around
the country to ensure that every town had at least one, if not two Pantomimes running every season.

Francis Laidler took on the mantle “King of Pantomimes” in the 1930’s, producing
shows at the Alhambra Theatre, Bradford, which were then presented all over the coun-
try. The subjects on offer in the 1930’s and 1940’s included those now fallen from popu-
larity. Titles like “Goody Two Shoes,” “Humpty Dumpty” and “Red Riding Hood” have
almost completely vanished today, while in recent times Pantomime has seen the grad-
ual disappearance of titles like “Puss in boots,” “Mother Goose” and “Robinson
Crusoe.”

Gilbert and Sullivan’s first collaboration, Thespis (1871), was a Christmas pantomime
that was more popular than most such efforts of the time (about 80 performances) but
since the music has been lost. Many of G&S’s great pieces made extensive use of the
Christmas panto’s elements of comedy and fantasy.

In the 1950’s and 1960’s the Pantomime crown rested upon the head of Derek Salberg,
who created pantomimes from the Alexandra Theatre, Birmingham in the style and tradition that made
them justifiably famous, along with producing managements such as Howard and Wyndham, and Emile
Littler. In recent times companies such as Triumph and the impresario Paul Elliott have been the guiding
force behind provincial pantomimes.

• Tradition
Pantomime has combined many elements of theatre throughout its existence, and by adapting it has sur-
vived. The element of “novelty” has always been at the forefront, as has its ability to encompass modern
trends and topicality within its structured framework. People talk about “traditional” pantomime, but to
remain popular, this form of theatre has had to keep its eye firmly on modern trends. By weaving these
into its format, Pantomime remains one of the most popular forms of entertainment in the UK.

Elements that a pantomime should have, to be described as “Traditional” begin with a strong story line.
The fable or fairy tale has to be well told, incorporating the all important elements of good battling against
evil, and emerging triumphant. In this respect, the concept varies little from the medieval morality plays,
performed on village greens. To this day “tradition” says that the Pantomime villain should be the first to
enter, from the “dark side,” stage left, followed by his adversary the good fairy from stage right. This
echoes the tradition in medieval times when the entrances to heaven and hell were placed on these sides.

• Commedia Dell’Arte 
The element of song and dance in Pantomime are very important. The influences of the Italian Commedia
dell’Arte can be seen here. This form of entertainment traveled through Italy to France, where it became
very popular. It consisted of a number of stock characters performing comic situations, with a highly visu-
al content. The actors generally improvised their way through a plot involving characters such as
Arlecchino, or Harlequin and his true love, Columbina or Columbine.
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Other stock characters were the over protective father, Pantaloon, who refused to allow the heroic
Harlequin to seek his daughter’s affections. In various versions Pantaloon has a servant, Pulchinello, later
to be known as Clown, and a soldier, an unsuitable suitor who seeks the hand of Columbine. Comic chas-
es and tricks were employed to full effect. Although the character of “Pulchinello” has vanished from the
Pantomime today, he still exists in the UK as “Mr. Punch,” the anti-heroic puppet, who along with his wife
Judy can still be seen in seaside towns and parks entertaining children today.

• Italian Night Scenes
The difficulty with Commedia dell’Arte transferring from France to Great Britain was that, in the main, the
actors did not speak English. The scenes from their continental shows had now to be mimed, and more
emphasis was put on to singing and dancing. These shows evolved into what were known as “Italian
Night Scenes,” and became highly popular in the UK, particularly at Drury Lane. The comic chases and
“business” that emerged from these productions eventually became known as “Slapstick,” still a very
important element in modern Pantomimes.

• Slapstick
“Slapstick” takes its name from a device used in these early entertainments, and most especially from
“Harlequinades” (scenes that were later to develop from the “Night Scenes”). Harlequin was considered to
be a magical creation. He carried with him a sword, made of wood which alternated between being a
weapon and a magic wand. This sword or bat had a hinged flap, which created a very loud “slapping”
noise when used, generally to give a more theatrical effect when used to slap fellow actors. To this day a
pantomime comic will insist on using the talents of a drummer in the orchestra pit to “point” his comic
stage business of slaps, falls or trips.

The slapstick may also have had a secondary purpose. Harlequin, in these semi improvised scenes would
be in control of the situation. He would know when the scenery should be changed, and it is believed he
would “Clap” his slapstick to indicate that this should happen, in the form of an audible cue. 

• Harlequinade
By the early eighteenth century, the first use of the word “Pantomime” emerges. A “ballet-pantomime”
was created, “The loves of Mars and Venus” in 1717, followed by “Harlequin Sorcerer,” produced by John
Rich, who under his stage name “Lun” played Harlequin. Rich was responsible for creating the first
“Harlequinade.”

Harlequinades were produced all year round at his Lincoln Inn Fields Theatre, and
these became so popular that David Garrick at Drury Lane felt obliged to mount his
own pantomime, the difference being that his Harlequin spoke the lines, with less
emphasis on mime. By 1773 the Theatre Royal in Drury Lane presented the first pan-
tomime story that has a direct descendant today, “Jack the Giant Killer.” The
Harlequinades continued to be played as short pieces put on after the main drama
of the evening was concluded, as a sort of antidote to the tragedy.

With time these Harlequinades grew longer, and by 1781 with the creation of
“Robinson Crusoe,” the characters of Clown, Harlequin and Pantaloon were firmly
established in their desert Island environment. “Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp”
followed in 1788, followed by “Babes in the wood” and finally in 1804 “Cinderella”
was created on stage.
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• Joseph Grimaldi
The most famous of the pantomime clowns was Joseph Grimaldi, who made his first appearance in 1800,
and such was his eminence that to this day clowns are called “Joeys” in his memory. His influence on
these early pantomimes was immense. The public clamored to see his performances at Sadlers Wells and
Drury Lane, and left the Theatre singing the comic choruses of the songs he introduced. Pantomime had
its first real star, and by this time the elements of comedy songs and slapstick were firmly rooted, as they
have remained to this present day.

Grimaldi also pioneered the next important element that a “Traditional” pantomime should have, the art of
cross dressing, eg: the Pantomime Dame. Amongst his roles were Queen Rondabellyana in “Harlequin
and the Red Dwarf,” and Dame Cecily Suet in “Harlequin Whittington.” The Theatrical tradition of men
playing women can be traced back to the early days of theatre, when it was deemed inappropriate for
women to enter the theatrical profession. Boys played all the female roles in Shakespeare’s plays, and
even during the Restoration, when actresses were established on the stage, often middle aged actors
played the roles of older or comedic ladies, since the new breed of actress either did not possess the
years, or the inclination to play such unglamorous roles.

• Dan Leno
Mother Goose was staged again at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane in 1902. The role was created for Dan
Leno, one of the most popular comedians of the day. He had already achieved fame through playing
Dame roles in Pantomime, into which he injected the stage business and comic songs that had made him
the idol of the Music Halls. The Role of “Mother Goose” gave Leno the opportunity to play the comic old
lady who, through friendship with the goose “Priscilla” achieves wealth. However, money cannot buy
beauty, and tempted by the Demon King, the Dame is persuaded to sell Priscilla to the Demon in
exchange for youth and beauty. The scene where the Dame rejects the goose is what makes it unique.
The Dame, having been warm and loveable, is now seen to be cruel and selfish. The task for the actor
concerned is to regain not just Priscilla, but the forgiveness of the audience by the end of the pantomime.

Dan Leno became the biggest star in an era that was to draw many stars from Music Hall in Great Britain,
and establish the trend that remains today of using well known personalities to “Top the Bill” in
Pantomimes. Garrick in the Eighteenth century had contributed to the lavish and spectacular elements
that can be found in modern day pantomime, and Augustus Harris continued to build on this concept dur-
ing the 16 years he produced the Drury Lane spectacular pantomimes. He teamed up Dan Leno with
Herbert Campbell in 1888, and created an unrivaled comic partnership.

• The Future
“Traditional” pantomime still breaks box office records all over the United Kingdom. However, if it had
remained “traditional” in the sense that it never changed, it would long have passed into theatrical lore. A
visit to a pantomime may be a child’s first experience of live theatre. If that experience is magical enough,
it can leave a lasting impression. In a world where children are surrounded by computer games and
videos, DVD’s and the all-pervasive influences of television, a visit to a pantomime not only entertains, but
can provide kids with the engaging, refreshing stimulation of live theater, and a catalyst for further interest
in the arts.

It appears that the Christmas Pantomime tradition will continue in the UK for a very long time, and chil-
dren will shout “Its-behind-you!” when the monster creeps up behind the Dame for many years to come.
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C. ELEMENTS OF A CLASSIC BRITISH 
CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME

• The Subjects
Pantomime, as we know it today is a show predominantly aimed at children, based on a popular fairy tale
or folk legend. The most popular subjects being “Cinderella,” followed by “Aladdin,” “Dick Whittington”
and “Snow White.” Other popular titles are “Jack & the Beanstalk,” “Babes in the Wood,” (usually combin-
ing the legend of Robin Hood) and “Sleeping Beauty.” 

Rising in popularity is “Peter Pan,” although purists would argue that this is not strictly a pantomime, but
a children’s story, based on J.M Barrie’s play. “Peter Pan” first performed at the Duke of York’s Theatre,
London in 1904 transferred successfully to America shortly afterwards. Today the story has had elements
of Pantomime introduced, and is one of the highly popular Christmas shows around the British Isles.

• The Principal Boy (The Hero)
The “Principal boy” role was usually played by a girl. Women had for a long time played the “breeches
role” in theatre, as far back as the early 1800’s. By the middle of the nineteenth century the vogue for
ladies to take on the heroic roles of “Jack” or “Dick Whittington” or “Aladdin” was beginning, and with the
rise of Music Hall it became the rule. Quite simply, the Victorian male, living in a society where even the
legs of the parlor piano were covered for modesty’s sake, craved the vision of a well turned calf, or
shapely ankle. Actresses were allowed to wear revealing costumes, provided they were playing male roles.

The “Principal Boy” held sway in Pantomime through the first and second world wars, creating stars like
Dorothy Ward, one of the stalwarts of British Pantomime, and Evelyn Laye, Hy Hazel, Noel Gorden, and
Pat Kirkwood. By the 1950’s the emergence of men playing the role began with Norman Wisdom, and the
influx of “pop” stars such as (Sir) Cliff Richard and Marty Wilde , a trend that has waned as ladies once
again returned to the role, such notables as Barbara Windsor, Cilla Black and Anita Harris taking the reins.

• The Principal Girl (The Heroine)
Usually a princess in disguise, or a simple girl who becomes a princess, the Panto Heroine is a love inter-
est for the Hero. She may be kidnapped, poisoned, or experience some other antagonism at the hands of
the villain, from which she is saved by the Hero. The Heroine may actually save herself, in a comic rever-
sal of roles with the Hero, to which he is oblivious.

• The Panto Dame
The Pantomime Dame, usually the hero’s mother, such as Widow Twankey in “Aladdin” or “Dame Trott” in
Jack and the Beanstalk was a creation that emerged from the early Music Halls of the Victorian era. The
public warmed to seeing their favorite comedian playing the role of Jack’s mother, or the King’s cook and
bottlewasher. Often the Dame’s costumes would be used to good comic effect by parodying the fashions
of the day. The Panto Dame should exude warmth and comedy, even pathos, but never does any “dirty
deeds,” unless they are required to save her son from peril, but then under protest. The exception to this
being the Dame role of “Mother Goose.”

• The Villain
An evil king, evil mayor, evil prince, devil, magician or any person of power (usually magical) who is evil.
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• The Companion
The Hero, Heroine or Dame may have a sympathetic, comic character as a companion.

• A Magical Being
A benevolent being, this may be a fairy, wizard, ginny, etc.

• Henchmen
The Villain character, as well as other characters such as the King may have one or more bumbling 
henchmen. Often they work in two-person comic/straight man teams.

• Royalty
A King, Queen or other authority figure. Often stupid but not evil, unwitting, bumbling and comical.

• The Chorus & “Juveniles”
Seldom featured, and yet indispensable, Pantomime could not survive without its chorus of dancers, and
indeed its troupes of juveniles or “Babes” as they are known. Today, for reasons of economy, the average
chorus in a provincial pantomime can number anything between six or eight dancers. Some productions
can boast as many as ten or twelve, but that is the exception. Some have as few as two or four profes-
sional dancers, supplemented by more adult “juveniles.” Famous troupes include The Tiller Girls and The
Sunbeams.

• Comic Characters 
Various eccentric dancers dressed as fanciful birds, horses, cows, geese, cats, plants, furniture, etc.

• The Monster 
A dragon, gorilla, ghost, troll, nasty animated tree or other mildly frightening character who wears a fanci-
ful costume and does not speak.

• Magical Articles 
Could be a magic lamp, magic beans, magic potion, magic wand, magic cloak, etc.

D. COMMON PLOT POINTS

• Good Versus Evil
All pantomime plots center on a struggle between good & evil. Good always wins after a series if great
struggles and outlandish coincidences. “True love” is usually the standard for “good.”

• Disguise
One or more characters disguise themselves for various reasons. The Dame’s costumes are often paro-
dies of contemporary fashion.

• Deception
Secrets are kept and objects hidden, usually precariously, especially if hidden from the villain.
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• Transformation
A key moment in every pantomime is a magical transformation scene, using special staging effects. 

• Topical Commentary
Many humorous references are made to contemporary topics.

• Audience Participation
The audience is asked to help sing at least one song, kids are asked to warn the hero of danger, and
adults (usually men) are brought on stage and given a simple task, for the purpose of producing comic
errors. The adults’ embarrassment is key to the fun. Audience members may be generally harassed by
“cheeky” cast members at any time.

• Improvisation
Cast members ad lib freely to cover mistakes (often transparently) or simply to add comedy.

• Dream/Fantasy Sequences
Musical/dance numbers incorporating special effects and elaborate costumes.

• Magical/Scary Place
A cave, castle, dungeon, spooky forrest, etc. in which the hero and/or heroine are often lost/trapped.

• Romance
The Hero and Heroine are romantically linked. Other characters, especially the Dame, hook up romantical-
ly at the end, and all live happily ever after.

• Threat
The threat of impending doom, such as an execution, or a character in danger of taking poison, being
eaten by a monster, etc.

• Kidnapping, Imprisonment, or Incapacitating Magic Spell
The main characters are subject to any or all of these.

• “Look Behind You!”
A standard exchange with the audience, wherein a monster sneaks up behind a cast member and threat-
ens them in a comic manner. The audience shouts warnings, to which the cast member feigns deafness.
The exchange may go on for several minutes, until every kid in the audience is hoarse.

• Finale
A grand musical number, often a wedding, where cast members roam the aisles, throwing candy (gently).
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E. TYPICAL PANTOMIME SCENES & CHARACTERS
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Various Dames

Devil, Evil Queen, Villain Good Fairies

Vintage Heroine, Production Number and Puss In Boots publicity photo

Contemporary Production Numbers

Comic “Business” and Friendly Animals



F. PANTOMIME PLAYWRIGHTS & PUBLISHERS

G. SOURCES

• Web Sites

http://www.btinternet.com/~nigel.ellacott/

http://www.stageplays.com

http://europe.cnn.com/2000/WORLD/europe/12/22/british.pantomime/

http://www.uglysister.net/

http://www.headley1.demon.co.uk/books/#pantos

http://www.amdram.co.uk/jasper/

A list of British pantos for 2002: http://www.bbc.co.uk/threecounties/theatre/2002/10/panto_list.shtml

A Toronto Panto Producer: http://www.rosspetty.com/

• Books/Articles
Frow, Gerald. “Oh, Yes It Is!”: A History of Pantomime. London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1985.

Illustrated London News. “The Pantomimes and Burlesque.” December 31, 1859.

Marill, Alvin H. “Cinderella.” In More Theatre: Stage to Screen to Television. Vol. I: A-L (Metuchen, N.J.,
and London: Scarecrow Press, 1993), 324-76.

Pickering, David. “Encyclopedia of Pantomime.” Andover, Hants: Gale Research International, 1993.

Wilson, A. E. “The Story of Pantomime.” London: Home and Van Thal, 1949.

“Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable”

• Publishers:
Joseph Weinberger
Samuel French
Jasper Publishing

• Playwrights:
Norman Robbins
Eric Fowler
Michael Buchanan-Smart
Jim Sperinck
Paul Alexander
Richard Hills
John Morley
Don Nigro
Fred Carmichael

Blanche Marvin
Henry Fonte & Victoria Holloway
Ruth Newton
Gilbert & Sullivan
Roy Teed
Uwe Meyer
John Owen Smith
Doreen Moger
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